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Easy hikes in Snowdonia National Park

SNOWDONIA: 30 LOW-LEVEL
AND EASY WALKS - NORTH
Snowdon, the Ogwen and Conwy Valleys and the coast
by Alex Kendall
With 30 low level walks that are suitable for all abilities, this guidebook
helps walkers explore the northern part of Snowdonia National Park. Areas
include the north coast, Conwy valley, Betws y Coed, Snowdon, Ogwen,
Llanberis and the Vale of Ffestiniog (including Portmadog).
Human history is everywhere, with neolithic settlements and Roman ruins
standing beside the medieval castles of Welsh Princesses and the modern
remnants of the mining industry. Myths and legends abound, and many walks
relate to the stories of King Arthur and Merlin, Anfanc and Welsh fairies.
All the routes are accompanied by OS maps, and contain clear route
descriptions as well as identifying points of historical, cultural or geological
interest. The walks lead to ancient woodland, mountain streams, sparkling
lakes, sandy beaches, heather moodland and some small peaks.
What's inside?

Key information

• 30 easy walks across the northern part of the National Park, suitable for
hikers of all abilities
• detailed route descriptions and high quality OS maps for navigation
• information about interesting things to see along the walks, along with
tips for refreshments, parking and other facilities
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Alex Kendall is a mountain leader, working in summer and winter throughout
the UK and abroad, leading groups on day walks, challenges and long
distance journeys. He enjoys getting people into the outdoors, especially
through supervising Duke of Edinburgh's Award expeditions and running
weekend walking trips for adults. He has been walking in Snowdonia for over
10 years having been introduced to these mountains as a student.
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• first edition guide for all levels of
walker
• most walks take around two hours,
some up to a full day
• the hikes are possible throughout the
year
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